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The metal-insulator (MI) transition in an organic conductor
(EDO-TTF)2PF6 (C16H12S8O4PF6) has been considered as the
particular example which shows the cooperative action of
Peierls distortion, charge ordering and anion ordering together
with a molecular deformation. [1] The transition appears at TMI

= 280 K, accompanying the changeover from para- to
diamagnetism. The charge ordering of EDO-TTF donor
molecules in the insulating low-temperature phase has been
pointed out from the comparison of the bond length and the
Raman spectra. In this presentation, we report direct evidence
for an ordering of (EDO-TTF)+ and (EDO-TTF)0 visualized in
the (EDO-TTF)2PF6 charge density distributions. The charge
density distributions were obtained from the
synchrotron-radiation (SR) powder-diffraction data by a
combination of the MEM (maximum entropy method) and the
Rietveld method. [2] The SR experiment was carried out with
the large Debye-Scherrer camera at SPring-8 BL02B2. The
equi-charge-density surface at 260 K is shown in Figure with a
level of 0.7 eÅ-3. The charge on each donor molecule,
coulombic interactions between PF6- anions and donor
molecules, and the hole concentration on each sulfure atom in
(EDO-TTF)+ were revealed by the charge densities. The charge
ordering of donor molecules was observed with a 2kF

periodicity (2kF: nesting vector of Fermi surface). As a result,
the [0,0,+1,+1,…] charge-ordering is formed along the nesting
vector. Changes in the bonding during the MI transition that is
dimerization of (EDO-TTF)+ molecules also became evident,
which can explain the existence of the insulator singlet state. In
addition, a bonding between the donor molecules that suggests
quasi 1D properties was found in the charge density of metallic
phase.
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Among molecular switching materials, (EDO-TTF)2-PF6

compound presents very interesting metal-insulator phase
transition where co-operative order-disorder and charge
ordering take place [1,2]. In the low temperature insulating
phase, the anions (PF6-) are well ordered whereas two kinds of
EDO-TTF molecules exist with different molecular charges:
positively charged bent molecules and quasi neutral flat ones.
Results of topological analysis on gridded electron density [3]
derived from multipolar refinement of 40K high resolution
x-ray data will be presented. Crystal effect will also be
addressed based on ab-initio calculations.
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